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Topicality of the research is conditioned by the value of the indicator of the 

organisation’s financial stability in the system of the general assessment of its 

financial standing. It is just the financial stability in the market conditions that is 

the token of the survival and stability of the organisation. If the organisation is 

financially stable, solvent, then it has a number of advantages as compared with the 

participants of the economic turnover – when taking out loans, attracting 

investments; this indicator is the main determinant when establishing the 

organisation’s contracted links. Then higher the organisation’s stability, the more it 

is independent of the unexpected change of the market situation and, consequently, 

the lesser is the risk to find oneself on the brink of bankruptcy.  

Objective of the work is the assessment of the organisation’s financial 

stability in modern economic conditions and the development of the effective 

management decisions to improve the organisation’s financial stability. 

Tasks: to describe the methodology of the conduct of the analysis of the 

organisation’s financial standing and their value for the assessment of the 

organisation’s economic activity; to analyse the financial stability of 

“AversEngineering”, Llc; to develop the directions of the improvement of the 

financial stability of “AversEngineering”, Llc. 

Theoretical and practical significance of the research is in the elaboration 

of the recommendation on the development and improvement of the theoretical and 

methodological principles of the analyses and assessment of the organisation’s 



financial stability on the requirements of the market economy. Practical 

significance is in the realisation of the author’s recommendations in the practice of 

the organisation’s financial and economic activity. 

Results of the research: the work conducted a complex research into the 

financial standing of “AversEngineering”, Llc., whose main factors of the financial 

stability were calculated and analysed. The results of the analyses will enable 

“AversEngineering”, LLC. to use its potential more effectively. 

Recommendations: the recommendations elaborated in the work can be 

useful for “AversEngineering”, Llc., and are aimed to consolidate the 

organisation’s financial standing. The proposed measures on the improvement of 

the financial stability will enable the organization to cut its production costs and, 

what’s more, will help the organisation to increase its revenues. The introduction 

of the proposed measures does not require considerable financial investments on 

behalf of  “AversEngineering”, Llc. 

 


